
Googling grandparents 
 

 

Many older people in our community have lived through difficult times or events similar to those we are 

experiencing now; times when a pandemic swept the world such as Polio or the Spanish Flu, or when outside 

events limited their lifestyles, such as the great depression, or wartime rationing and curfews. Older people born 

in other countries may remember other situations. This project aims to collect and share those stories. 

Reading or hearing stories, may offer an insight into how people have navigated experiences in the past, giving us 

hope and ideas for life during CoVid19. Revisiting the past can create a framework for the present. 

Children, grandchildren, carers, interested friends or community members, are invited to ‘interview an elder’, 

record their story and send it to us to post online for others to enjoy. You could talk about a time in their earlier 

life that was similar to now, then record that story. Or support elders to record their own story. 

Instructions: 

• Explain the idea to your friendly elder and ask if they are happy to share their story.  

• Reminisce together or ask about a time in their past when their life was restricted. It could be a memory 
of a specific day or a recollection of a feeling or life experience.  

• Choose the method of recording that works best for you (options below) then start. 

• If the storyteller is struggling, use open ended questions to prompt them, such as:  
o Did you live through … (the depression/ post war rationing/ polio epidemic?)  
o What happened? How did your life change?  
o How did you feel? What were you thinking at the time?" 
o Did you learn anything from that experience?  
o What are your thoughts, looking back now? Have you any advice for me? 

• The final piece should be 2- 5 mins so you may want to edit or focus on one memory. 

 
To gather the story, you could: 

• Record them speaking on your phone or another sound recording device (detailed instructions follow). 
If you can, edit out the bits you don’t want so it is a simple story.  

• Video the elder telling their story on your phone, or over a video chat platform (links & instructions 
follow)  

• Write their story by listening as they speak and taking notes, then turn these into a story. Read the story 
back to them and adjust it until you are sure they are happy with what you have written.  

 
Things to consider when collecting the story:  

• Let the storyteller take their time - encourage them to speak slowly and clearly. 

• Don’t worry if they make a mistake, get them to take a breath and keep going. 
 
Permission:  
Check again that your friendly elder is happy for the story to be made public/ posted online.  

If so, record them saying ‘I (name) give my permission for this story and this recording to be public’ before or 

after their story. (we’ll edit this out before posting online but will keep it on file for our records). 

  



How to record your Elders story  

 

Things to think about before you start recording: 

• What will be the best medium for you to use? Do you want visual 
images and well as audio? Or just sound?  

• It is possible to lift sound from a video so if you’re not sure, use a 
device that records visuals and sound.  

• Can you be in the same room as the person you want to record? If so, 
use the devices mentioned already.  

• If not, you may need to record from a distance? (See links below to 
platforms that allow you to record) 

Various video communication tools exist but you can record on the 
following platforms: 

• Via Microsoft Teams https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Record-a-meeting-in-Teams-34dfbe7f-b07d-
4a27-b4c6-de62f1348c24 

• Via Zoom https://www.howtogeek.com/662780/how-to-record-a-zoom-meeting/ 

• Via Skype https://support.skype.com/en/faq/FA12395/how-do-i-record-my-skype-calls 

• Via Face time (Mac computer only) https://facetimeappdownload.com/how-to-record-facetime-video-call/ 

 

Recording voice only:   

• Make sure there is minimal background sound – turn off the radio, music or TV etc. 

• If you are outside, wind could create unwanted sound, so make sure it is a still day. 

• Do a test first to make sure your sound levels are right. If they sound too loud, move the recording device 
away from the storyteller. If they sound too soft, move it closer.  

 
Recording video: 

As above with the voice, plus…. 

• Check what can be seen in the background of your video. A plain background will work best but you may 
want to choose a place that relates to the story. 

• Outside in the garden could be nice (weather dependant) if you have one! 

• Hold your phone or camera with two hands and try locking your elbows against your body.  

• Shoot straight, slow and close. Try matching the height of the subject, so you and your camera or phone are 
at eye level with the subject, rather than angling the phone up or down. 
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How to record your Elders story  

 

Consider lighting: 

• Pay attention to the light around you and take advantage of it. Take a moment to see what’s happening 
naturally and wait for the right moment. Natural light is best. 

• Try and find a position where the sun is evenly lighting the scene you want to record. A shady place or 
diffused lighting is better than full sun or direct light. 

• You may be able to tap on your subject’s face on your smartphone screen to have the camera auto-
adjust for exposure and focus (not all phones support this). 

• Don’t shoot subjects in front of a light or with their back to the sun, as they’ll look like a silhouette.  

You might not get it right the first time, try it a few times, play, have fun with it! 

What to do next: 

If you know how, edit your audio or video recording into a simple story.  

• You might like to add other images or mix in an appropriate song or soundscape. 

• You could create a short video/film or an audio track or, if you have text, a PowerPoint file. 
 
If not, send us your raw data and we will edit (we will get your approval before posting online).  

• You may want to include photos of the storyteller or images that relate to their story.  
 
Share your video or audio recording with us. 
• Click on https://bit.ly/2VRmgPx or type it into your web browser 
• A drop box folder called Elders Stories should open and invite you to upload your file.  
• If this doesn’t work, email your video to ConnectingCommunity@whittlesea.vic.gov.au 
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